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Donor # 4247 

Interview Notes 
 

I thoroughly enjoyed meeting with donor 4247 today. He has a relaxed, contented, quiet demeanor. I can tell 

that he is comfortable with himself and is satisfied in his life. Donor 4247 is a good looking man; he was well-

dressed with dark curly hair and striking blue eyes. His face is narrow and he has nicely shaped well-defined 

features. His build is tall and thin, strong but wiry, in short, he looks like he is in good shape.  While this donor 

was not particularly verbose during our meeting, it seemed to me that he chooses his words and actions with 

thought and care. 

 

This donor and I spoke of his many interests in life and I can tell that he is the type of person who sets his mind 

to something and works hard to accomplish that goal. He has been playing the banjo for 15 years. He started 

because a friend of his plays and he thought it made a really great sound. I was impressed that this donor was 

able to start up with the banjo, as it is a very difficult instrument to play, and most people begin with the guitar. 

He now plays once a week with a group of friends; they get together to create music and spend time together.  

 

Besides playing the banjo, donor 4247 also really enjoys being outdoors. He spends Saturday mornings 

exploring nature via windsurfing, skiing, trail running, and hiking with his family. This donor says that being 

outdoors is a great release for him, he loves exercising, and finds nature’s beauty to be really relaxing and 

comforting.   

 

He also is enthralled with being a dad and loves to take his son out on Saturday afternoons to explore the 

natural world. He is really enjoying watching his child hit milestones, a few days ago he took is first steps and 

is in the discover phase, where tastes, textures, sounds and colors are fascinating. Donor 4247 likes exploring 

his all the textures of his home and the park with his son. He told me that a friend once said to him that having 

kids was the most fun he’d ever had. At the time the donor didn’t believe his friend but now heartily agrees 

with him. When I asked donor 4247 how he knew he was ready to have kids, he said that he was finally at a 

stable point in his life, both financially and geographically, and that he also has a really great partner. I can tell 

that he really loves and appreciates his wife and the family they are creating. 

 

I asked 4247 why he chose to be a donor and he said that while doing rotations in medical school he came 

across many people who were unable to conceive for various reasons. At the time he thought about becoming a 

donor because he wanted to be able to help people who want to have children. However, the decision was 

really cinched for him once he had his own child and realized what a gift that would be.   

 

I also asked donor 4247 why he chose to be a doctor focusing on blood cancer. He said that it is an extremely 

interesting field with a lot going on. The field is not stable, information is always changing and that makes it 

both a fascinating and challenging field. The donor told me that a lot of people who develop blood cancers are 

perfectly healthy and that they are not cancers that can be easily predicted, he finds this both exceedingly 

interesting to study as well as an extremely difficult population to work with. What this illustrates is that 

helping people is very important to donor 4247, but that he also the type of person who thrives on learning new 

things, being challenged, and having constant mental stimulation in his life.  

 

When I asked the donor if there was anything he’d like to tell me about himself, he said that it might be good 

to stress to recipients that he was a really high energy kid and his son is as well. He feels this may be 

something that could be passed on to his offspring. It is clear that his high energy has contributed to his ability 

to maintain enthusiasm and perseverance as a bright and curious person who likes to learn new things and 

explore.    
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